A2A Railway will connect to Delta Junction, the
current approved end point of the Alaska
Railroad. From there, trains will travel on to
tidewater ports in Southcentral Alaska.
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The A2A Railway spans 1,600 miles
(2,570 kilometers) from Alberta to
Delta Junction, Alaska.
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Ports in Southcentral Alaska are four days
closer to Asia than any port on North
America’s coast. As a result, the A2A
Railway will become a critical import/export link in the Pacific.

Yellowknife
The A2A Railway is designed for operational
safety, efficiency and cost competitiveness
with lower railway grades (generally 1%)
and curvature.

Whitehorse
Fiber optics will be installed
for continuous communication
and monitoring of the rail’s integrity.

Legend
Connecting two key endpoints Southcentral Alaska ports and
Alberta - will allow:
• Transport of cargo and
minerals at the lowest
possible cost
• Dual-direction freight
to and from North American
destinations
• Economic growth and
development in previously
inaccessible regions.
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Expanding resource development in
Alaska and northern Canada requires
additional transportation infrastructure.
Constructing a railway from Alaska
to Alberta will open up rich mineral
deposits in northwest Canada and
eastern Alaska to global markets,
bringing sustained economic benefits to
both Alaska and Canada.

A2A Rail plans to operate
24 hours per day, utilizing
Positive Train Control (PTC)
and other state-of-the-art
safety technologies, such
as heat detectors.

Proposed A2A Railroad Route

Terminus

The proposed A2A railway corridor is conceptual and reflects the current status of
project engineering and alignment review. It is subject to adjustments and
updates as the project proceeds and public and Indigenous input is received.

In Alberta, the A2A Railway will link to existing
Canadian rail systems, which will connect the
line to all of North America.
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